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This is THE classic on creative thinking, written with the clarity, knowledge, and
experience of a skilled advertising man. A Technique For Producing Ideas is a
step-by-step technique for sparking creativity in advertising or ANY other field...
This book offers advice to freelancers that can save a ton of wasted time and
energy "doing it the wrong way". If you are a freelancer of any type, you should
pay attention to these advice. It can and will make you more money and gain you
a great deal more respect than if you try to do it the hard way. In this book, you
will discover: - The awful truth about goal setting. - Why you should never, ever
work on spec. - Today's 7 hottest trends in B2B marketing. - 5 steps to becoming
indispensable. - A proven technique for producing profitable ideas. - 5 littleknown tips for keeping your copywriting clients happy. - 5 ways to get your book
published. - 9 rules for writing money-making video sales letters. - Freelancing:
the good, the bad, and the ugly. - 10 tips for reducing stress. Page 126. - Are
customer surveys a waste of time? - And more ... Get your copy today!
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Advertising copywriters, engineers, poets, painters and scientists have all benefited
from its text to make creative breakthroughs.Advertising trailblazer William Bernbach
wrote, "James Webb Young conveys in his little book something more valuable than the
most learned and detailed texts on the subject of advertising. Mr. Young is in the
tradition of some of our greatest thinkers when he describes the workings of the
creative process".Table of contents How it started The formula of experience The
Pareto theory Training the mind Combining old elements Ideas are new combinations
The Mental digestive process "Constantly thinking about it" The final stage Some afterthoughts
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A Technique for Producing IdeasMcgraw-hill
The United States is the quintessential consumer society. This collection of essays
brings together a new set of American and European voices from across the
disciplinary spectrum of the humanities and social sciences to explore in innovative and
challenging ways the “consuming visions” that have informed American political,
social, and cultural life in the twentieth century. Ranging in subject matter from the antichain store movement that swept across small-town America in the 1920s and 1930s to
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the “bling” aesthetic in contemporary African American film, these essays explore how
questions of consumption have been imagined, understood, and contested. While the
collection coheres around the contributors’ common concern with how consumption
has been—and is—political, its distinctiveness lies in the broad sweep of its disciplinary
range. Furthermore, Consuming Visions illuminates a wide range of methodological and
theoretical approaches to the politics of consumption, with contributions from legal,
social and political historians, and scholars from media and communications studies.
Providing fresh perspectives on one the most dynamic sub-fields in American Studies,
Consuming Visions will appeal to students and academics with an interest in
consumerism and consumption in the twentieth-century United States.
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The authors present an integrated marketing approach to contemporary advertising.
This new edition has been substantially updated to take account of the changes in the
advertising industry that have marked the advent of the 21st century.
A Technique For Producing Ideas: (A Technique For Getting Ideas) This book is a
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result of an effort made by us towards making a contribution to the preservation and
repair of original classic literature. In an attempt to preserve, improve and recreate the
original content, we have worked towards: 1. Type-setting & Reformatting: The
complete work has been re-designed via professional layout, formatting and typesetting tools to re-create the same edition with rich typography, graphics, high quality
images, and table elements, giving our readers the feel of holding a 'fresh and newly'
reprinted and/or revised edition, as opposed to other scanned & printed (Optical
Character Recognition - OCR) reproductions. 2. Correction of imperfections: As the
work was re-created from the scratch, therefore, it was vetted to rectify certain
conventional norms with regard to typographical mistakes, hyphenations, punctuations,
blurred images, missing content/pages, and/or other related subject matters, upon our
consideration. Every attempt was made to rectify the imperfections related to omitted
constructs in the original edition via other references. However, a few of such
imperfections which could not be rectified due to intentional\unintentional omission of
content in the original edition, were inherited and preserved from the original work to
maintain the authenticity and construct, relevant to the work. We believe that this work
holds historical, cultural and/or intellectual importance in the literary works community,
therefore despite the oddities, we accounted the work for print as a part of our
continuing effort towards preservation of literary work and our contribution towards the
development of the society as a whole, driven by our beliefs. We are grateful to our
readers for putting their faith in us and accepting our imperfections with regard to
preservation of the historical content. HAPPY READING!
??????????????????????????????????,???????????????????????????????
Big companies find it almost impossible to do new things despite their leaders knowing
this may eventually be their downfall. Unthinkable shows why companies are like this
and how they can do innovation better.
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??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????Tyler Cowen?
A McGraw-Hill Advertising Classic A Technique for Producing Ideas reveals a simple,
sensible idea-generation methodology that has stood the test of time. First presented to
students in 1939, published in 1965, and now reissued for a new generation of
advertising professionals and others looking to jump-start their creative juices, this
powerful guide details a five-step process for gathering information, stimulating
imagination, and recombining old elements into dramatic new ideas.
????????,???????;????,??????????????????????????????,????????,????????
??????????????????,??12?????4?????????????????????20?,????:???????????,??????
??,??????????
??????????(??)????
This concise and powerful book lifts the lid on the creative process and eloquently
details the steps needed to create exciting new ideas. Advertising copywriters,
engineers, poets, painters and scientists have all benefited from its text to make
creative breakthroughs. Advertising trailblazer William Bernbach wrote, "James Webb
Young conveys in his little book something more valuable than the most learned and
detailed texts on the subject of advertising. Mr. Young is in the tradition of some of our
greatest thinkers when he describes the workings of the creative process". Table of
contents How it started The formula of experience The Pareto theory Training the mind
Combining old elements Ideas are new combinations The Mental digestive process
"Constantly thinking about it" The final stage Some after-thoughts
Traditional Chinese edition of Made to Stick: Why Some Ideas Survive and Others Die,
a Business Week bestseller. An entertaining examination of why some ideas stick to
people's consciousness and others don't.
James Webb Young was the first-ever chairman of The Advertising Council and he also
served as the vice president of the J. Walter Thompson (JWT) Company. Beyond this,
he had great influence over the development and evolution of the early days of the ad
industry. In 1946, he was named Advertising Man of the Year. He was also recognized
for his war-time impact on the ad industry, as he was named as the recipient of the
Advertising Awards Gold Medal for Outstanding Achievements of a Lifetime. What the
book covers: How It Started Mr. Young reveals what prompted him to create A
Technique for Producing Ideas. The Formula of Experience He explains how he came
to realize and identify the mind's operative technique for generating ideas as effectively
and efficiently as an assembly line. The Pareto Theory Mr. Young discusses Italian
sociologist Pareto, best known for his 80/20 theory. Pareto strongly believes there are
two kinds of people in this world; the creatives and the squares. The creative types
(called speculators by Pareto) are defined by a constant interest in the "possibilities of
new combinations." The other type, rentiers, are described as conservative, steady,
habitual people. Pareto believes that the creatives manipulate the squares. Training
The Mind The importance of training your mind in the art of producing ideas, using
Method and Principles. Combining Old Elements "An idea is nothing more, nor less,
than a new combination of old elements." Mr. Young believes this is the most important
principle in A Technique for Producing Ideas. He then reveals the second most
important principle which allows one to make new combinations of old elements - and
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that is the "ability to see relationships between disparate things." Ideas are New
Combinations This chapter introduces you to the Method. The Method or IdeaProducing Technique is made up of 5 steps. Step 1 discusses gathering general and
specific "raw material". Specific raw material is information that centers on your idea.
The product's specs, features, benefits, competition and marketability. General
knowledge is important as it gives you more raw material to work with in seeing
relationships and making new combinations. The Mental Digestive Process This
chapter explores the second step of the technique. This involves mulching and
digesting the raw material you have gathered. Young explains you must "feel" your way
through each bit of knowledge. Turning it over and over in your mind, then extracting
multiple meanings and significances. Like a jigsaw puzzle, you play with different bits of
ideas to see how they fit together. You will need a notebook to transcribe your thoughts
and half-ideas, as they come to you. Sleep is the third stage: letting go allows your
unconscious mind to deal with it. Constantly Thinking About It The fourth step
discusses how new ideas just appear, when you least expect them. Through the entire
process of gathering data, mulling over your information, engaging in other activities,
your mind will create new ideas without any warning. The Final Stage This final stage is
your "reality check" time. You must test, edit, refine and polish your idea. This is the
time to take your new idea and hold it up to the harsh light of reality. Some After
Thoughts Mr. Young reveals his own personal experiences with these techniques and
re-emphasizes how new knowledge and experience can lead to new ideas and
profitable rewards. Why are some people capable of producing great, new ideas on
demand? The book closes with examples and testimonials of past readers and how his
method has worked for them. You will also receive information on recommended books
to further your understanding of the idea-producing process.
What would you think of a machine that only worked at 5% efficiency? Wouldn't you
want to make improvements? Now think about the human mind. It is estimated we only
use 5-10% of our brain's amazing capacity! In today's rush for success, we tend to
forget the vast wealth within the human mind, especially the untapped potential we
have in our employees. We are all naturally curious and imaginative so how do we tap
into the other 95% of potential? Many employees want to develop and use all their
skills, but they aren't sure how to get there. Show your employees the way, bring
enthusiasm and fun, and most importantly, IDEAS back to work with Growing Great
Ideas: Unleashing Creativity at Work. The book trains managers and staff how to
explore creativity and unleash problem-solving skills and creative potential, build
teamwork, and to turn business challenges into business opportunities.
Chapter 1: Research -- Chapter 2: Creative Strategy -- Chapter 3: Headlines and
Slogans -- Chapter 4: Body Copy -- Chapter 5: An Introduction to Design -- Chapter 6:
Newspaper Advertising -- Chapter 7: Magazine Advertising -- Chapter 8: Radio
Advertising -- Chapter 9: Television Advertising -- Chapter 10: Direct Mail Advertising -Chapter 11: Internet Advertising -- Chapter 12: Other Media Advertising -- Chapter 13:
Public Relations and Corporate Advertising -- Chapter 14: Advertising Copy Research
-- Chapter 15: Advice on How to Get a Job in Advertising -- A Final Note -- References
-- Appendix: Graduate Programs.
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the
modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital
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technology, information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -- PM
is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
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What are the most important things a 21st-century library should do with its space?
Each chapter in this cutting-edge text addresses this critical question, capturing the
insights and practical ideas of leading international librarians, educators and designers
to offer you a ‘creative resource bank’ that will help to transform your library and
learning spaces. This is an innovative and practical toolkit introducing concepts,
drawing together opinions and encouraging new ways of thinking about library learning
spaces for the future. The book is structured in three parts. Part 1 – Projects and trends
describes features of library space around the world through a selection of focused
case studies painting a global picture, identifying common directions and ideas as well
as highlighting country and regional diversity. Part 2 – Trends and ideas looks at the
why and how of library space, covering topics such as contextual factors, current ideas
in library space development, and the creative design of new spaces. It examines how
library spaces are adapting to new forms of learning, digital literacies and technological
fluency. Finally, Part 3 – Ideas and futures looks to the future of libraries and their
learning spaces, inviting future-scanning contributions from a diverse range of authors,
including librarians, learning specialists, academics, architects, an interior designer, a
furniture designer and a management specialist. Readership: This is a must-have text
for those involved in designing and developing library and learning spaces, from library
and university management to designers and architects. It’s also a useful guide for
students taking courses in library and information science to get to grips with the
importance of library design.
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